MEDIA RESOURCE

Tuesday 8 November 2022

Some helpful advice on trauma informed reporting
On Tuesday 8 November 2022 the Premier of Tasmania, the Hon Jeremy Rockliff MP, will lead a formal Apology in the
House of Assembly at Parliament House to all who have been affected by institutional child sexual abuse in Tasmania.
This will be an emotional day for many people, some of whom will be in attendance at Parliament House, or Parliament
lawns or the nearby function centre to view the apology. We have put together a few short pieces of advice that anyone in
the media may find helpful when covering this Apology, including speaking with survivors. We hope that this assists you.

Please respect the choice of victim survivors to be filmed or interviewed at, or after, the Apology.
• Please avoid any crowd photos or video footage (both in Parliament House and outside)
• Media should not approach victim survivors for interviews
• Interviews should be at the choice of victim survivors, who will approach media if they wish to share their thoughts or
experience
• Our Watch released national guidelines on How to report on violence against women and their children in 2019.
Section 4 outlines steps to ensure your reporting is part of the solution. We believe these steps apply to all victim
survivors, irrespective of gender. You may like to have a glance at these steps.

Preferred terminology
Unless otherwise requested, we recommend using 'victim survivor' or 'survivor' (not victim).

Reach out if you need support
Sexual assault survivors are from all different backgrounds, in
all professions and right across our community. SASS
counselling is available to anyone impacted by sexual violence.
This includes survivors, family members, friends, colleagues
and people working in this space.
As a member of the media, you may find yourself triggered or
emotionally overwhelmed when reporting on the Apology.
Please reach out for support if you need - whether through our
services or by talking to a friend or family member.
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